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World Oil Production (MBD - 2008)
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World Oil Consumption (MBD - 2008)
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World Oil Imports (MBD - 2008)
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Major Oil Shipment Routes

Click on a label
- Oil pipelines
- Oil pinch points
- Shipping routes
- Main producers
- Main consumers

Alternative shipping lanes
Alternative routes, don’t always exist. Even when they do, they can add several thousand miles to an oil tanker’s journey.

- Suez Canal 4500
- Bab el-Mandab 3300
- Turkish Straits 2400
- Strait of Hormuz 16,000
- Strait of Malacca 15,000

Direct routes
Alternative routes
Pinch points

All figures in thousands of barrels/day
Major US Oil Imports (MBD - 2008) by Country of Origin

Source: DOE EIA
Sources of US Energy Consumption

Renewables 6%
Nuclear 8%
Coal 25%
Oil 38%
Gas 23%
US Oil Usage

Total Oil Usage

Industrial, Other 1/3

Transportation 2/3

Transportation Uses

Heavy Trucks, Aircraft 1/3

Cars, Light Trucks, SUVs 2/3